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1. SQL Injection to obtain user database.  

AttackAttack



Basic SQLBasic SQL

Forms which ask for information are turned in

Badly written code to parse sql queries can b
database. Let's say the following code is not 

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = 

This query can be generated with an input of
password blank. 

L InjectionL Injection

nto sql queries:

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = 
'$userName' and password = 
'$password';$password ;

be exploited to extract information from the 
checked for escape characters:

'admin' -- and password = ' ';

f admin'-- in the username field, with the 



Basic SQL InjectBasic SQL Inject

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = 

-- is a comment, hence after 'admin', rest of, ,
no password checks. If the code does not ch
will be no password check. 

SELECT * FROM sers WHERE name

Another example:

If the input is anything' or '1'='1, the l
statement with OR in the middle and '1' '

SELECT * FROM users WHERE name = 

statement with OR in the middle, and '1'='
Always evaluates to TRUE.

Queries can be generated as such by specifiQueries can be generated as such by specifi
case of forms using the POST method. 

tion (Continued)tion (Continued)

'admin' -- and password = ' ';

f query is commented out. Thus, there are q y ,
eck for characters such as -- then there 

'an thing' or '1' '1'

last ' makes the query evaluate to a boolean 
1' as the second part of the statement

'anything' or '1'='1';

1' as the second part of the statement. 

ic inputs or writing specific URLs in theic inputs, or writing specific URLs in the 
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1. SQL Injection to obtain user database.  

Specific query that was used to break into da

1. SQL Injection to obtain user database.  

http://www.hbgaryfederal.com/page

Usernames, email addresses and password 

AttackAttack

atabase:

s.php?pageNav=2&page=27

hashes were obtained. 
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2. Rainbow tables to crack password hash

AttackAttack

hes.  



RainbowRainbow

Used to crack password hashes to obtain pa

Cryptographic hashes for common passwordCryptographic hashes for common password

Hashes of all possible passwords must be co
size of this table will be O(|S|n) where n is thsize of this table will be O(|S|n), where n is th

This requires a lot of space, but reduction fun
i ifi lsignificantly.

w Tablesw Tables

ssword. 

ds are precomputed and stored in a table.ds are precomputed and stored in a table. 

omputed. If set of all passwords is S, the 
he number of bits in the hashhe number of bits in the hash.

nctions can be used to reduce storage 



SaltSalt

Add a bit of 'salt' to password before generat

The salt is usually a random value. This ensu
different people will result in different hashes

tingting

ting its cryptographic hash.

ures that the same password used by 
 for each person.



IterativeIterative 

Output of hash function is also hashed with t
a thousand times. 

Simple example:

key = hash(password + salt)
for 1 to 65536 do
key = hash(key + password 

HashingHashing

he hash function, and this is repeated about 

+ salt)
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2. Rainbow tables to crack password hash

Salting and Iterative Hashing were not useSalting and Iterative Hashing were not use

It used MD5.

CEO Aaron Barr and COO Ted Vera used v
and 2 numbers. 

AttackAttack

hes.  

ed in HBGary databaseed in HBGary database.

very simple passwords: 6 lowercase letters 
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3. Exploit password reuse.

Aaron Barr and Ted Vera used same passwAaron Barr and Ted Vera used same passw

Ted Vera's password was used to ssh into 
passwordspasswords.

Ted was only a regular user. In order to esc
a known exploit involving system libraries wa known exploit involving system libraries w
October 2010. 

AttackAttack

words for email twitter etcwords for email, twitter, etc.

HBGary machine. Ssh did not use keys, but 

calate his privilege level to that of a superuser, 
was used for which patch came out inwas used, for which patch came out in 
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